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The Monastic Diet in the Light of Medical Science
Theodoret of Cyrus and Medics on Dates and Figs

Theodoret (c. 393 – c. 466), a clergyman, theologian and Christian writer, is one of the most prominent figures of late Antiquity¹. In 423, he was appointed the Bishop of Cyrus, a small town near his hometown of Antioch. While holding his office, he made himself known as a pastor devoted to the members of the Christian community, offering them both spiritual and material support. However, he was involved not only in the affairs of the local Church. His participation

in doctrinal disputes and combat against heretics resulted in his temporary remov-
al from office and being sentenced to exile. Theodoret also benefited subsequent
generations by leaving behind numerous works, including exegetical, apologetic,
dogmatic and historical writings as well as speeches and letters. For historians,
these are an extremely rich source of information about the Eastern Roman Empire
of the 4th and 5th centuries.

The bishop’s writings of an historical nature include the work entitled in the
Greek original Φιλόθεος ἱστορία (also appearing under the Latin title Historia
religiosa), today most commonly known as A History of the Monks of Syria. This
is the only source that familiarizes us with the history of ascetics living in Syria
in the period from the early 4th century to the middle of the 5th century. In his
work, Theodoret presented the lives of thirty Syrian monks who devoted them-
selves to the pursuit of spiritual perfection in the name of God. For them, the
obstacle in achieving this goal was the outside world and its temptations as well as
their own physicality. Viewing their bodies as the enemy, they tried to defeat them
on the path of fighting with all their needs. One of several fields where the monks
conducted these battles was their daily eating habits.


5 The subject of Syrian monks’ diet has not yet been comprehensively developed. In several of our articles, based on the data from Theodoret of Cyrus, we have presented some of its issues, see: M. Kokoszko, K. Gibel, Dieta mnichów syryjskich. Komentarz do terminu autofya lachana (αὐτοφυᾶ λαχά-
να) w Historia religiosa Teodoreta z Cyru, [in:] Omnia tempus habent. Miscellanea theologica Vincentio Myszor quadragesimum annum laboris scientifici celebranti ab amicis, sodalibus discipulisque oblata, ed. A. Reginek, G. Strzeczczyn, A. Żądło, Katowice 2009, p. 145–156; M. Kokoszko, J. Jagusiak, Z. Rzeźnicka, Dieta mnichów syryjskich. Komentarz do terminu ospria (ὄσπρια) w Hi-
storia religiosa Teodoreta z Cyru, BPT 7.1, 2014, p. 115–143; iidem, Dieta monastyczna w świetle na-
In the narrative of the Bishop of Cyrus, the issues of food consumed by the monks are of secondary, if not tertiary, importance. Ultimately, as he writes, ascetics found the greatest pleasure not in alimination but prayer and the singing of psalms. Nonetheless, *Historia religiosa*, offers us a glimpse into the daily life of the desert fathers while providing some detail about the type and amount of food they ate and how it was produced. This article aims to introduce one of the issues related to the diet of Syrian monks. We will examine the species of fruits that were in the menu of Theodoret’s protagonists, namely, dates and figs. We will also try to determine why they selected these fruits and how their consumption could have affected the body. To this end, we will go beyond early Christian literature and reach for medical treatises created in late Antiquity and the early Byzantine era, i.e. in the period from the 2nd to the 7th centuries AD. The selection of these sources is motivated by the fact that they are the compendium of Antiquity’s and Byzantium’s knowledge on edible plants.

It is important and noteworthy that Theodoret, a man who was thoroughly educated and could boast his knowledge about medicine-related subjects, was well aware of the fact that doctors at the time regarded food as medicine. He expressed this in *Historia religiosa* by presenting the figure of the monk Macedonius:

As food he used neither bread nor pulses, but ground barley, merely soaked in water; it was this food that my mother, who became his friend, supplied him with for a very long time. On one occasion, visiting her when she was unwell and learning that she refused to take the food appropriate for her illness – for she herself already embraced the ascetic life – he urged her

---


8 I. Pasztori-Kupan, Theodoret of Cyrus..., p. 4.

to yield to her doctors and consider such food a medicine, since it was being offered her not for the sake of luxury but because of need.10

In another of his works, entitled *Oratio de divina et sancta charitate* in Latin, the Bishop of Cyrus demonstrates his knowledge of what we now call the energy value (calorific content) of food. He writes that it is not fire or clothing but food that provides the human body with heat. Given this, he doubts the value of the heat and blood generated in the monks’ bodies considering that they eat grass (ποηφαγέω) or legumes soaked in water (ὁσπρα)11. The two above-mentioned quotes from Theodoret’s work provoke a question whether it was only personal experience or perhaps a certain extent of medical knowledge (even if minimal) that justified the daily diet choices made by monks.

In *Historia religiosa*, Theodoret treated the eating habits of the ascetics, similarly to any other element of their temporal life, as a harbinger of their future holiness12. In the prologue to his work, he summarized them as follows:

…they expelled the satiety of the belly and taught it to accept what satisfied, not pleasure, but need, and indeed just so much as could prevent death from hunger.13

When humble portions proved to be too small of austerity to serve God, the monks resorted to strict fasting14. Some ate once a day, in the evening15, others every few days16 or once a week17. Fasting, however, could last for several weeks18,

---

or, to follow Moses’ example, for forty days\textsuperscript{19}. There were also those who avoided water\textsuperscript{20}. However, exhaustion of the body as a result of extreme fasting had its limits – the monks were warned by their superiors to not perceive suicide as a virtue because it was something contrary to it: the greatest crime\textsuperscript{21}.

The main merits that should characterize the food consumed by ascetics were its simplicity and low price\textsuperscript{22}.

Reading \textit{Historia religiosa} leads to the conclusion that the basis of the Syrian monks’ diet was bread, which is most often referred to in this work by the general term \textit{artos} (ἀρτος)\textsuperscript{23}. As in any other case, the desert fathers avoided all luxury in relation to bread as well. They shunned sophisticated types and ate bread from crude grain (πιτυρίας)\textsuperscript{24}. Good quality white bread, \textit{artos lampros} (ἀρτος λαμπρός), was served only to guests\textsuperscript{25}. In a few cases, we learn that the brothers consumed \textit{artos kachrydias} (ἀρτος καχρυδίας), i.e. barley bread prepared from roasted grains\textsuperscript{26}. Salt, \textit{hales} (ἄλες), was added to bread\textsuperscript{27}.

Products that did not undergo any heat treatment were also valued\textsuperscript{28}. In one of our previous texts\textsuperscript{29}, we investigated the reasons for this depreciation of the

\textsuperscript{25}Theodoretus, \textit{Historia religiosa}, XVII, 7, vol. II, p. 44.
\textsuperscript{29}M. Kokoszko, J. Dybała, K. Jagusiak, Z. Rzeżnicka, \textit{Dieta monastyczna…}, p. 302–304.
art of cooking or baking, which, as in the case of lentils\textsuperscript{30}, was often replaced by soaking alone\textsuperscript{31}. There could be three reasons for this. First, as we have already mentioned, the well-educated Theodoret, and perhaps also some of the monks he described, might have been familiar with the medical theories at the time that food undergoes a process similar to cooking in the stomach\textsuperscript{32}. Unwilling to facilitate or accelerate digestion occurring in their bodies, they may have deliberately opted for raw products. In this way, they made their asceticism even more stringent\textsuperscript{33}. Secondly, by avoiding cooking, they may have saved time that they could devote to prayer. And finally, the monks might have identified cooked food with everything else related to culture and civilization, and raw foodstuffs with their opposites, thus, they found another way to show their separateness from the world whose temptations distanced them from God\textsuperscript{34}.

An important component of the ascetics’ diet were undoubtedly vegetables; wild ones that the earth itself (αὐτοφυῶς) produced\textsuperscript{35} as well as cultivated ones\textsuperscript{36}, fresh and dried ones\textsuperscript{37} were all consumed. Dietary restrictions resulting from the practice of asceticism also applied to them. The monk Afrates did not eat vegetables until he reached a very old age, and even then, he waited until sunset before having them\textsuperscript{38}. Although cooking vegetables was practiced\textsuperscript{39}, there were also monks who forewent it\textsuperscript{40} or replaced it with soaking\textsuperscript{41}. Without going into


\textsuperscript{33} Ancient doctors were of the opinion that cooked food is not only easier for the body to digest but it is also healthier for humans, cf. I. Mazzini, Diet and Medicine..., p. 145, 148–149.


\textsuperscript{35} Theodoretus, Historia religiosa, I, 2, vol. I, p. 162.

\textsuperscript{36} The monks Theodosius (Theodoretus, Historia religiosa, X, 2, vol. I, p. 440) and Salamanes (Theodoretus, Historia religiosa, XIX, 1, vol. II, p. 58) did gardening for their own consumption.

\textsuperscript{37} Theodoretus, Historia religiosa, III, 12, vol. I, p. 270.


\textsuperscript{39} Theodoretus, Historia religiosa, III, 12, vol. I, p. 270.

\textsuperscript{40} Theodoretus, Historia religiosa, XVII, 6, vol. II, p. 44.

detail, the bishop notes that ascetics ate lettuce, *thridakine* (θριδακίνη), chicory, *seris* (σέρις), and celery, *selinon* (σέλινον). One biography makes a reference to wild vegetables, *autophya lachana* (αὐτοφυᾶ λάχανα), and how to preserve them. This term refers to the shoots of some trees and shrubs, i.e. *blasta* (βλάστα), plants called prickly (*άκάνθα* or *άκανθώδη* [φυτά]), and vegetables which at that time had already been domesticated, but could still be found in their wild form, harvested and consumed. Legumes, *ospria* (ὀσπρια), must have played a crucial role in the diet of Syrian monks. In *Historia religiosa*, Theodoret mentions lentils, *fakos* (φακός), several times while chickpeas, *erebinthos* (ἐρέβινθος), and broad beans, *kyamos* (κύαμος), appear once.

Finally, a separate group that is of interest to us were the fruits that the bishop calls by the general name of *oporai* (ὀπωραί). Of these, he specifically mentions three species: apples, *mela* (μῆλα), dates, *foinikes* (φοίνικες), and figs, *ischades* (ἰσχάδες).

In the case of dates, mentioned only in one biography, Simeon the Elder’s, Theodoret cites an extraordinary story of how a lion delivered these fruits to the old man:

…there appeared at a distance a lion. Those with the old man were filled with alarm; but when the man sitting on the den saw it, he stood up and gestured to the lion to go across to the other side. It immediately obeyed and came up carrying the bunch of dates. It then turned and went back again and at a distance from the men lay down and went to sleep. So he distributed the dates among all of them, and joined with them in prayer and psalmody; at the end of the liturgy at break of day he took leave of them, and sent them on their way awe-struck at this novel spectacle.

---

44 Theodoretus, *Historia religiosa*, XVII, 6, vol. II, p. 44.
46 For more on this subject, see: M. Kokoszko, K. Gibel, *Dieta mnichów syryjskich*…
Evidently, Theodoret devoted little space to dates. All his account suggests, if we omit the question of how credible the lion’s behavior was, is that the monks did not hesitate to eat the miraculous gift in the form of fresh date palm fruit. Based on this short fragment only, it would be difficult to conclude whether such a meal was something natural for them or if they usually tried to avoid it because of the possible pleasure of it, and this time made an exception considering it as a wonderful gift from God which ought to be embraced.

However, what we know is that dates were very important in the restrictive diet of monks and could be eaten by Christian hermits even far from their harvest places, e.g. in Gaul. In Syria itself, or more broadly, in the Middle East, where date palms have been a native crop for about 5,000 years, occurring in many varieties, and their fruit was an important element of the diet, monks often included them in their menu.

Today, it is known that dates are rich in many components needed by the human body, including simple sugars, dietary fiber, selenium, iron, potassium, manganese, magnesium, vitamin C and B vitamins as well as antioxidants, including carotenoids (such as lutein and β-carotene). Their very high energy value (comparable to the meat of some farm animals) is worth emphasizing. From this point of view, the presence of dates in the menu of recluses, who avoided the pleasures
of the palate, appears to be justified, because it provided them with a relatively high nutritional value with a small amount of eaten food, which was almost exclusively plant-based, and this, in turn was consistent with the tenets of ascetic life.

It is, however, worth looking at this food choice through the prism of the findings of late Antiquity/early Byzantine medicine, whose representatives (existing in a similar reality to the monks’ described by Theodoret) discussed the impact of eating dates on the human body in their treatises. As for the dietary and medical properties of the fruits in question, the most important medic of this era, Galen (around 129–216 AD), stated that Syrian dates were soft, moist and sweet. He further gave a number of their negative properties and effects of consumption. According to him, they were difficult to digest and caused headaches if eaten in excess. In his opinion, when consumed, the juice of the dates, which was thick and sticky, could lead to a severe blockage of the liver and cause damage to this organ through inflammation and complete hardening. As a consequence, it could also damage the spleen\textsuperscript{59}. In addition, Galen believed that sweet date varieties had hotter juices while the more tart ones had cooler juices. He also warned against eating unripe fruit, as it may lead to liver problems\textsuperscript{60}. What he did recommend was cooking ripe dates with fenugreek and eating them to alleviate chronic chest pain\textsuperscript{61}. Oribasius (around 330–400) assessed dates as nutritious, and their juice as mostly good for the stomach, but he maintained Galen’s negative opinion on the effect of the sticky juice on the liver as well as the pancreas. He also added that dates could hinder the work of the intestines and confirmed their bad influence on the head if eaten in excess\textsuperscript{62}. Later, Paul of Aegina (about 625–690)\textsuperscript{63} assessed them similarly. Antimus (fl. first half of the 6\textsuperscript{th} century) also believed that they offered health benefits but should not be eaten too often. In addition, he claimed that their consumption caused the formation of gas in the body\textsuperscript{64}. Quite the opposite information can be found in the anonymous work \textit{De re coquinaria} (about the 4\textsuperscript{th}/5\textsuperscript{th} century), where juicy dates were described as one of the components of a digestive and anti-flatulence agent\textsuperscript{65}.

\textsuperscript{60} GALENUS, \textit{De alimenterorum facultatibus}, 608, 10–13.
\textsuperscript{61} GALENUS, \textit{De alimenterorum facultatibus}, 538, 9–15.
\textsuperscript{64} Anthimus, \textit{On the Observation of Foods. De observatione ciborum}, 92, ed. M. Grant, Totnes–Blackawton 2007 (cetera: ANTHIMUS, \textit{De observatione ciborum}).
\textsuperscript{65} Apicius, III, 18, 3. It is difficult to say what can explain this contradiction. \textit{De re coquinaria} is not a medical treatise but a collection of recipes. Its author may not have known the findings of the medical art of his time, ignored them based on his own practical experience, or he might have been influenced by another medical tradition. However, the source of that tradition, unlike the dominant school in medicine at that time, which was derived from Galen, is untraceable from today’s perspective.
Hence, ancient authors emphasized the nutritious quality of dates but also noted the possible side effects of their consumption, which occurred, according to them, especially when these fruits were eaten in excess.

Theodoret of Cyrus’ references to figs, though multiple, are definitely more prosaic and, thus, more credible to us. In each case, we find out that they were eaten in the dried form. They undoubtedly must have been regarded as a highly nutritious food, because, according to our author, Eusebius ate them very infrequently to support his weakened body, and survived the entire seven-week fast, eating only fifteen pieces of them. They also must have been one of the most important components of the diet, because Asterius, who visited Julian (Saba) as often as three times a year, usually brought dried figs, loaded on two or three mules, to his confreres.

The practices described above show that the diet of Syrian monks, although different from the diet of the general population of this area due to severe restrictions on the amount and variety of food consumed, was still based on local, common and easily available ingredients. The fruit of the common fig tree, known and cultivated in this area even earlier than dates (as early as 8–7,000 BC), in late Antiquity, grown in many varieties and eaten in a number of ways, is a perfect example.

As in the case of dates, laboratory tests have shown that figs are fruits containing many elements needed for the proper functioning of the body and that dried figs are two, three or even four times more valuable than fresh ones (depending on the particular component). These elements include simple sugars, dietary fiber,

B vitamins, vitamin K, calcium, manganese, potassium, iron, magnesium, phosphorus, and zinc\textsuperscript{71}. Based on the findings of the researchers, it should be stated that, as in the case of dates, the presence of figs in Syrian monks’ diet was very beneficial for their health. Furthermore, it is worth emphasizing that due to the high sugar content, closely arranged dried figs can be stored for up to several years\textsuperscript{72}, which could have been significant in the climate of Syria, and also for ascetics.

As far as we know from the preserved sources, late Antiquity/early Byzantine medicine took a position similar to the modern one, although it was, naturally, developed on a completely different basis. Therefore, the dietary assessment of figs that can be found in the works of Antiquity and Byzantine specialists was rather good. Oribasius wrote that they passed quickly through the stomach and the whole body, and had cleansing properties, which he considered as beneficial. In addition, he noted that, although they generated flatulence, it was of a short duration. He found fully ripe and dried figs the most beneficial to health, e.g. for the stomach and kidneys. However, he noticed some of their drawbacks: according to him, they produced bad blood in the body and had an adverse effect on a previously irritated liver and pancreas. In addition, according to Oribasius, you should not eat figs with fattening foods\textsuperscript{73}, and their sustenance was so great that the Greeks and Romans recommended eating them to athletes training intensively\textsuperscript{74}. This characteristic coincides with the earlier findings of Galen, who elaborates on Oribasius’ remark about the harmfulness of figs on an irritated liver and pancreas. According to his account, doctors, aware of this property of figs, mixed them with thyme, pepper, ginger, pennyroyal, chowder, calamint, oregano or hyssop, thus, obtaining a medicine with the opposite effect, i.e. beneficial for the irritated liver and pancreas\textsuperscript{75}. According to Paul of Aegina, the consumption of figs did not lead to a serious disturbance of the balance of basic elements in the consumer’s organism, i.e. humoral imbalance. In addition, eating these fruits led to the cleansing of the digestive tract, promoted the production of urine and purified the kidneys. However, since they caused flatulence and rather bad blood, one should not eat too much of them\textsuperscript{76}. Similar formulations can be found in Aëtius of Amida\textsuperscript{77} (6\textsuperscript{th} century),


\textsuperscript{73} Oribasius, I, 39, 1–6.

\textsuperscript{74} Oribasius, I, 40, 2–3.

\textsuperscript{75} Galenus, \textit{De alimentorum facultatibus}, 571, 1 – 573, 8.

\textsuperscript{76} Paulus Aegineta, I, 81, 1, 1–6.

and all of them can be traced to Galen. Citing other authors, Athenaeus of Naucratis (2nd–3rd century) reported that figs were believed to facilitate digestion and bowel movement. He also included the view that fig juice was excellent for infant development, and fresh fruit was rubbed on children’s eyes as the best medicine\textsuperscript{78}. Antimus expressed an interesting opinion, recommending chewing dried figs to prevent a runny nose. He also advised their consumption by people suffering from sore throats and hoarseness\textsuperscript{79}.

The dietetic characteristic of figs in the writings of the authors related to medicine is overwhelmingly positive. They emphasized the nutritiousness of these fruits in particular, the fact that they stimulated digestion, which was beneficial to health, and their overall good effect on the body. At the same time, certain circumstances were noted, such as the pre-existing irritation of some internal organs, in which case, figs should be avoided.

Theodoret of Cyrus’ account contained in his \textit{Historia religiosa} shows that the fruits consumed by Syrian monks were dates and, above all, figs. The reason for that must have been the especially easy access to them since they had been known and cultivated in Syria for a long time. They found their way to the desert, directly to ascetics, through visitors. Another crucial advantage of these fruits was the fact that they could be eaten without being processed or wasting time, which allowed for the maintenance of the rigor of asceticism. In desert conditions, they were also the food which kept well in a dried form for long periods.

Dates and figs, due to their high sugar content, supplied monks with a lot of calories. In the case of dried figs, this is confirmed by Theodoret himself. He wrote, for example, that they were the food that the desert fathers reached for when their bodies were weakened, and in very small quantities, during the periods of long, restrictive fasting. This was particularly important if we consider the overall nature of the ascetic diet, which excluded particularly nutritious meat but also other animal products. In terms of energy, both fruits ranked very high in this diet.

Modern research proves that dates and figs, especially in the dried form, are the food that is extremely valuable for the human body. The aforementioned medical characteristics of these fruits, created by the late Antiquity and early Byzantine authors, are ambiguous, especially when it comes to dates. According to the cited medics, their consumption could have had both a positive and a negative impact on the human body. Compared to dates, figs appear to be particularly valuable for health.

To recapitulate, in the context of the consumption by Syrian monks, we believe that the main advantage of the fruits discussed in this article was their high energy value.

\textsuperscript{78} Athenaeus Naucratita, 78 d; 79 a–e.
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The aim of this article is to present the menu of early Christian monks in the context of the findings of Greek and Roman medicine in the field of dietetics. It draws from the passages of *Historia religiosa* by Theodoret of Cyrus about the consumption of dates and figs by Syrian ascetics.

Both species of fruit did not comprise the basis of the monks’ limited diet. Figs and dates were treated as additional food by them, which they ate rarely and in small quantities. According to Theodoret, they did so especially when their bodies were weakened, during long and exhausting fasts.

According to modern dietetics, this was justified as both figs and dates are calorie- and nutrient-rich foods, which consumed even in small amounts can significantly supplement an adult’s daily balance in this regard.

The authors of ancient and medical texts stemming from the tradition of Antiquity (Galen, Oribasius, Antimus, Aëtius of Amida, Paul of Aegina and others) also drew attention to the nutritious quality of dates and figs, in addition to numerous others health-promoting properties (especially in the context of the latter species). However, they further noted that excessive consumption of both fruits could lead to some health problems.

In the context of these findings, occasional consumption of dates and figs by Syrian ascetics appears justified, as they could provide their weakened bodies with food of high energy value and nutritious content, whose small amount – and, therefore, fitting in the ideal of mortification – would suffice to improve their health condition.
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